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THE ^-GROUPS SATISFYING THE CONDITION:
EACH CYCLIC SUBGROUP IS CONTAINED IN THE CENTER 

OR HAS A TRIVIAL INTERSECTION WITH IT
Y. Berkovich proposed the next problem: «Suppose that p-group G satisfies the following condition: 

ifZ  is a cyclic subgroup o f G then either Z <Z(G) or Z f] Z(G) ~ {l}. Classify all such groups». We 
have proved that abelian p-groups and p-groups with exponent p exhaust all regular p-groups satisfying 
this condition.

1. Introduction

Let G be a non-trivial finite /5-group, Z(G) -  the 
center of G.

In his book [1] Y. Berkovich proposed the next 
problem: «Suppose that p-group G satisfies the 
following condition: if Z is a cyclic subgroup of G 
then either Z < Z(G) or Z f| Z(G) = {l}. Classify all 
such groups».

It is easy to see all abelian groups satisfy this 
condition.

Let G be a nonabelian group. If G is a group of 
exponent p, exp G= p, then every cyclic subgroup 
Z of G has the prime order p. So the intersection 
of every cyclic subgroup Z with other subgroup 
either is equal Z or is a trivial subgroup. We have 
all non-abelian groups of exponent p  satisfy our 
condition too.

The aim of this work is to prove each regular 
p-group satisfying this condition is either the group 
of exponent p  or abelian.

The p-group G is called regular if for each g, 
h e  G we have . -

g Php =( ghYYl s , p '• '

where Si is the element from the commutator sub
group of the group (g, h) generated by g, h.

To answer the question does the regular p-group 
G satisfy the condition: «For each cyclic subgroup 
Z of G holds either Z < Z(G) or Z f| Z(G) -  {1}», 
we will describe all regular p-groups having a cyc
lic subgroup Z which is not contained in the center 
and which has a non-trivial intersection with it.

2. Proof

Theorem 1. Let G be a non-abelian regular 
p-group and let the center Z(G) o f G has an expo
nent greater then p. Then G has the cyclic sub
group Z which is not contained in Z(G) and has a 
non-trivial intersection with Z(G).

Proof. Let G be a regular nonabelian group and 
let exp Z(G) > p.

1) Suppose that there is an element g e G, 
g e Z(G) of exponent p. We may choose the ele
ment z, e Z(G) such that exp z, =pm > p. The ele
ment z,g does not belong to the center and has an 
exponent which is equal to the exponent of element 
z,. The center Z(G) does not contain the cyclic sub
group Z| generated by the element z,g. But Z| = 
= (z,g) has the non-trivial subgroup Z? which is 
generated by the element (ztg )p - z pg p = z{’ ^ 1 and 
is contained in the center of G. So the cyclic sub
group Z| is not contained in Z(G) but Z, and Z(G) 
have a non-trivial intersection.

2) Suppose each element g from G \ Z(G) has the 
order greater then p.  Regard the subgroup £2(G) = 
= {x\xp= 1). The subgroup Q(G) is characteristic 
so it has a non-trivial intersection with the center. 
The assumption that the center Z(G) does not con
tain Q(G) gives the contradiction with the suppo
sition. Really, if Q(G) \ (Q(G)fl Z(G)) ^ {1} then 
there is an element g from Q(G) \ (Q(G)f| Z(G)). 
It does not belong to the center Z(G) and has the 
order equal p.

Therefore Z(G) contains Q(G). For regular 
p-group G the subgroup Q(G) coincides with the



set of all elements of order p. So there exists g from 
G \ Z(G such that g pe Q(G) c  Z(G). We obtain the 
cyclic subgroup Z = (g) of G which has a non-tri- 
vial intersection with center Z(G) but Z(G) does 
not contain Z.

The Theorem 1 is proved.
Theorem 2. Let G be a nonabelian regular 

p-group with exponent greater then p and the center 
Z(G) o f G has an exponent equal p. Then G has 
the cyclic subgroup Z which is not contained in 
Z(G) and has a non-trivial intersection with Z(G).

Proof. Suppose that exp G > p, exp Z(G) = p. 
Regard the characteristic subgroup □ (G) = 
= Cxp | x e  G'j. It has a non-trivial intersection with 
the center Z(G). For each regular p-group G the 
subgroup □ (G) coincides with the set of all ele
ments x p, x e  G. So we may find the element g e  G
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such that g p Ф\,g p e □ (G) f| Z(G). It is easy to see 
g £  Z(G). Hence, the cyclic subgroup Z = (g) of 
G is not contained in the center Z(G) and has a non
trivial intersection with Z(G).

The Theorem 2 is proved.
As an immediate consequence of these theo

rems we obtain the following result.
Theorem 3. Each regular p-group G which 

satisfies the condition i f  Z is a cyclic subgroup o f 
G then either Z < Z(G) or Z П Z(G) = {l}, is either 
the group o f exponent p or abelian.

The case with irregular group G is much more 
complicated.
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/7-ГРУПИ, ЩО ЗАДОВОЛЬНЯЮТЬ УМОВІ:
КОЖНА ЦИКЛІЧНА ПІДГРУПА АБО МІСТИТЬСЯ У ЦЕНТРІ ГРУПИ, 

АБО МАЄ З НИМ ТРИВІАЛЬНИЙ ПЕРЕТИН

Автори висловлюють подяку професору 3. Янку та професору В.Чепулічу, які запропонували 
розглянути проблему, поставлену Я. Берковичем. «Нехай р-група Є задовольняє умові: якщо Z 
є циклічною підгрупою групи Є, то або Z<Z{G) або Z Г\Z(G) = {і}. Класифікувати всі такі 
групи». Ми довели, що абелеві р-групи та групи експоненти р вичерпують усі регулярні р-групи, 
які задовольняють цю умову. - - .


